
SUMMARY OF THE TECHNICAL CONVENERS MEETING OF 2 July 2018 
 
 

Present: Auguste, Paul, Jean-Claude, Matthew, Wataru, Akira, Ivan, Karsten, Claude. 
 
NEWS FROM SUBDETECTORS: 
- FTD: There is progress in the assembly of the thermomechanical mockup. 
- SiW-ECAL: An updated prototype is starting test beams at DESY, including 1 long slab (1.6m) built in 

LLR and one new layer built in Kyushu, in addition to the past 7 layers. This will validate the 
implementation of the technology for the final ILD dimensions, as well as the reproducibility of 
manufacturing processes for the full detector. 

- AHCAL: the 1m3 technological prototype is currently again under beam test at CERN. 
 
INTERGRATION: 
- Internal cabling layout: Roman is progessing in collecting information from electronics experts for the 

ECAL services and cabling; the results will be summarized in a memo to be distributed to other 
subdetectors to trigger their own inputs to their service layouts. 

- Mechanical computations: the TESLA mechanical model has been updated to the current ILD baseline 
dimensions for dynamical simulations. It is hoped that TESLA and Videau models can now be soon 
exchanged for cross-checks between LLR and DESY.  

- DAQ inputs: discussions are ongoing with Daniel Jeans to update the TPC occupancy numbers, 
including beam-beam background and halo muons. A factor 5 between various previous estimates 
has to be clarified. Understanding old numbers may be an issue, but it is stressed that subdetector 
background estimates in the IDR should be based on the latest simulations from Daniel, which are 
expected to constitute our state-of-the-art understanding of beam background. It is reminded that 
answers to the DAQ questions distributed by Claude are still expected from all subdetectors except 
Vertex. 

- Cavern utilities: an updated excel file including requests for location of subdetector services is 
expected to be distributed by Yasuhiro Sugimoto. Karsten will check the status with him. 

 
COSTING: 
- A vidyo meeting of the costing group is being organized next week. 
 
ILD DESIGN REPORT (IDR):  
- Ties has set up an editing platform including an IDR skeleton based on the draft structure initially 

proposed by Claude. 
- The editing is based on latex, with reference latex files maintained in a SVN repository. Editing can be 

done either directly in SVN for those having a DESY account, or in a parallel “overleaf” framework for 
others. Synchronization between the overleaf and SVN repository will be ensured by Ties on a regular 
basis. 

- Suggestions for editors of the technical subsections are indicated in the current template along 
Claude’s suggestions of his draft document. It will be important to avoid collisions and mismatches in 
the editing process. Guidelines on how to proceed will be distributed soon by Karsten and Claude 
after discussion within the ILD management team. 



- Subdetectors are encouraged to start now preparing their inputs and updates to the IDR, along the 
structure of the current template. 
 

NEXT VIDYO MEETING: First week of September, 10:00 Paris time, doodle to be distributed. 
 
SUMMARY OF SHORT TERM ACTIONS (until next meeting): 
- Distribute ECAL cabling info to other subdetectors (Roman) 
- Clarify factor 5 in TPC BG occupancies (TPC+Daniel).  
- Answers to DAQ questions from Claude (subdetectors except Vertex) 
- Check status of Yasuhiro’s updated excel file for cavern utilities (Karsten)  
- Distribute guidelines for IDR technical editing and finalize the technical editor team (Karsten and 

Claude) 
- Start preparing inputs/updates for the final IDR technical content (all). 
 
 
 


